NE Delhi picks up pieces

Under new boss SN Shrivastava, cops regaining public confidence in policing

SHISHU SINGH IN NEW DELHI

The change of guard in the police force of the national capital coincided with the return of the erstwhile Delhi Police Commissioner SN Srivastava, whose exemplary leadership had put the force back on its feet after the 2012 gangrape case. The new Delhi Police Commissioner was appointed in order to improve the police force's efficiency and effectiveness in dealing with crimes and maintaining law and order.

The Delhi Police Commissioner's office was briefly stopped from functioning due to a dispute over the appointment of the new police commissioner. However, the government resolved the issue and the police force continued to function.

The new Delhi Police Commissioner, SN Srivastava, is working closely with the government to address the challenges faced by the police force and improve its performance.

In addition to the change of guard, the government has also taken several initiatives to improve the police force's efficiency and effectiveness. These initiatives include:

1. Modernizing the police force by providing them with new equipment and technology.
2. Enhancing training programs for police officers.
3. Improving the police force's response time to emergencies.
4. Strengthening law enforcement through the use of大数据 and artificial intelligence.

Overall, the new Delhi Police Commissioner, SN Srivastava, is working to ensure that the police force is well-equipped to handle the challenges faced by society and maintain law and order.

Cloud of uncertainty over Olympic Games in Japan

The fate of worldwide sporting events such as the Olympic Games is uncertain as the coronavirus continues to spread worldwide. The Tokyo 2020 Olympics were scheduled to take place in July, but the government has expressed concerns about the safety of hosting the event.

The Japanese government has stated that it will work with the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) to determine the best course of action. The government has also announced that it will provide all necessary support to ensure the safety and health of the athletes and spectators.

However, there are concerns about the ability of the Japanese government to contain the spread of the coronavirus. The government has been criticized for its slow response to the crisis, and there are fears that the Tokyo Olympics could fuel the spread of the virus.

Despite the uncertainty, the Japanese government remains committed to hosting the event. The government has stated that it will do everything in its power to ensure the safety and health of all those involved.

Haryana Budget: Focus on education, security, health

The Haryana government has announced a budget that focuses on education, security, and health. The state government has allocated funds to improve the quality of education, increase security measures, and enhance health care facilities.

In terms of education, the government has announced plans to improve infrastructure, increase teachers, and provide more scholarships to students. The government has also stated its commitment to providing access to quality education for all.

With regard to security, the government has announced plans to increase the number of police personnel, improve law enforcement, and increase surveillance. The government has also stated its commitment to providing a safe and secure environment for all citizens.

In terms of health care, the government has announced plans to improve health care facilities, increase the number of healthcare professionals, and provide more accessible healthcare to all. The government has also stated its commitment to ensuring that all citizens have access to quality healthcare.

Overall, the Haryana government has announced a budget that focuses on providing a better standard of living for all citizens. The government has stated its commitment to providing access to quality education, increasing security measures, and enhancing health care facilities.

Punjab to lower Govt staff superannuation age to 58

The Punjab government has announced plans to reduce the superannuation age for government employees from age 60 to age 58. The state government has stated that this decision will help to reduce the pension burden and improve the financial health of the state.

The decision to reduce the superannuation age for government employees is expected to save the state government a significant amount of money. The state government has stated that this decision is in line with the national government's decision to reduce the superannuation age for police officers from age 60 to age 58.

In addition, the state government has announced plans to increase the retirement age for employees who have completed 30 years of service. This decision is expected to help the state government reduce the pension burden and improve the financial health of the state.

Overall, the Punjab government's decision to reduce the superannuation age for government employees is expected to help the state government reduce the pension burden and improve the financial health of the state.

Indian mks lose ₹5L cr in China virus bloodbond

Sensetanks 1,448 points, Nifty 431

The Indian stock market has witnessed a significant fall due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. The Sensex has fallen by 1,448 points, while the Nifty has fallen by 431 points.

The market has been hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic, with many companies reporting losses and a decline in sales. The government has announced several initiatives to support the economy, including stimulus packages and tax reductions.

However, the market remains volatile, with investors remaining cautious due to the ongoing pandemic. The government has stated that it will continue to monitor the situation and take necessary steps to support the economy.
Almost a decade after the first ever census of wildlife was conducted in the Sukhna Wildlife Sanctuary, the UT Department of Forest & Wildlife and the Sukhna Lake Advisory Committee (SLAC) are preparing to carry out the census for the second time.

As per the first census report accepted by the central government in 2010, the total abundance estimate was found to be 2,120 to 2,290 individuals, with a density of between 1,000 to 1,200 individuals in the sanctuary.

As per the year 2010 census, 2,120 to 2,290 individuals have been estimated in the sanctuary. As per the total abundance, the sanctuary was reported to be between 1,000 to 1,200 animals per square kilometre. As per the area, the great majority of the area of the sanctuary is covered by vegetation and can also support all kinds of wildlife species.

The first ever census of wildlife in the Sukhna Wildlife Sanctuary was conducted for the first time ever in 2010. The chief minister at that time wanted to conduct this census to get the exact figure of the wildlife population. The Sukhna Wildlife Sanctuary advisor, Dr. Ashok Singh, said that the sanctuary is a popular spot for spotting wildlife species due to its rich biodiversity.

Kartarpur visitors quizzed in national interest security: Capt

Defending the investigation, four leaders on return from Kartarpur Sahib, Capt Amarinder Singh on Friday said, “The police are doing their job. The police will have to do their job, but they have no right to take action on this.”

The Chief Minister’s security advisor, Capt Amarinder Singh, today said that the police had taken action on a complaint by a local resident.

Till now, the Gurdaspur police had failed to cooperate with the Kartarpur peace agreement. The chief minister had taken action against the state police for failing to cooperate with the Kartarpur peace agreement.

“Processing Party List to US in PODD

Panjab University Chandigarh, Sector 14 has decided to conduct an open day on technology, science, and innovation on July 12, 2023, under the theme “Processing Party List to US in PODD”.

On this occasion, the university will be holding various activities, including workshops, seminars, and exhibitions, to promote technological advancements and innovation in the field of science and engineering.

CONFERENCE ON HR VISION 2025 KICKS OFF

Panjab University Chandigarh, Sector 14 has decided to hold a conference on “HR Vision 2025” on January 12, 2023, under the theme “Processing Party List to US in PODD”.

The conference aims to bring together HR professionals, policymakers, and thought leaders to discuss the future of HR management and explore innovative solutions to address the challenges and opportunities in the field.

48th Rose Festival begins in Chandigarh

The 48th Rose Festival was inaugurated by the Chief Minister of Chandigarh, Captain Amarinder Singh, at the Rose Garden on November 24, 2023.

The festival showcased a variety of rose varieties and attracted a large number of visitors, who were delighted by the colorful displays and the opportunity to appreciate the beauty of these delicate flowers.

The Rose Festival is an annual event that celebrates the beauty of roses and promotes the growth of rose culture in Chandigarh.
HARYANA BUDGET

Focus on agriculture, education, self-reliance: Khattar

Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar said that the focus of the state’s budget for the year 2021-22 is to address farmers’ concerns, employment in rural development, education, and self-reliance. He added that the state government has set aside housing, providing drinking water, electricity to homes, and other schemes.

Khattar said that the state government has planned to provide housing to all eligible beneficiaries, including SC, ST, and OBC families. The government has also announced initiatives to provide drinking water to all villages by 2023 and electricity to all villages by 2022.

The government has also announced schemes to improve road connectivity and provide employment opportunities to the youth. The Chief Minister emphasized the importance of education and skill development, stating that the state government will provide free education to all students.

Khattar also announced the launch of a new scheme to provide employment to the youth in the state. Under this scheme, the government will provide 1 lakh jobs to the youth in various sectors, including agriculture, horticulture, and tourism. The Chief Minister said that the government is determined to provide employment opportunities to all eligible beneficiaries.

The government has also announced schemes to provide financial assistance to the farmers. The Chief Minister said that the government has already provided financial assistance to the farmers in the state, and the government will continue to provide support to the farmers.

Khattar also announced the launch of a new scheme to provide financial assistance to the farmers. Under this scheme, the government will provide financial assistance to the farmers in the state, and the government will continue to provide support to the farmers.

In addition, the government has also announced schemes to provide financial assistance to the elderly, disabled, and other vulnerable groups. The Chief Minister emphasized the importance of social security and said that the government is committed to providing financial assistance to all eligible beneficiaries.

The Chief Minister concluded by saying that the state government is committed to providing social security to all eligible beneficiaries and that the government will continue to provide support to all sections of the society.

PUNJAB BUDGET

High voltage drama, Manpreet Badal couldn’t reach in time

Punjab Finance Minister Manpreet Singh Badal could not reach in time for the presentation of the Budget in the Punjab Assembly on Monday. The Budget was presented by the Finance Minister in the Punjab Assembly on Monday.

Manpreet Singh Badal, who is also the leader of the ruling Punjab Congress in the Assembly, was not present in the Assembly to present the Budget.

A few years back, the Punjab Assembly was adjourned in breach of privileges for not accepting the Finance Minister's Dilliya statement.

In his budget speech, the Finance Minister had said that the state government was committed to providing social security to all eligible beneficiaries and that the government was determined to provide financial assistance to all sections of the society.

The Finance Minister had also announced the launch of a new scheme to provide financial assistance to the farmers in the state. Under this scheme, the government would provide financial assistance to the farmers in the state, and the government would continue to provide support to all sections of the society.

The Finance Minister had also announced schemes to provide financial assistance to the elderly, disabled, and other vulnerable groups. The Finance Minister emphasized the importance of social security and said that the government was committed to providing financial assistance to all eligible beneficiaries.

The Finance Minister concluded by saying that the state government was committed to providing social security to all eligible beneficiaries and that the government would continue to provide support to all sections of the society.

Opp devs budget as aimless

Opposition parties in Punjab have condemned the state government’s budget, saying that it is aimless and lacks any tangible benefits for the common man.

Congress leader Capt Amarinder Singh said that the budget is nothing but a collection of self-serving measures that do not address the needs of the people.

BJP leader Rahul Gill said that the budget is a gamble on the people's money and that it is likely to lead to inflation and unemployment.

AAP leader Arvinder Singh said that the budget is a complete failure and that it does not provide any solution to the problems faced by the people.

Punjab Budget 2021-22: A quick look at the highlights

- Total budget expenditure: Rs 1.54 lakh crore
- Total budget revenue: Rs 1.38 lakh crore
- Revenue deficit: Rs 16,251.85 crore
- Fiscal deficit: 4.43 per cent
- Tax revenue: Rs 9,540.17 crore
- Non-tax revenue: Rs 4,324.24 crore
- Capital expenditure: Rs 28,709.47 crore
- Current expenditure: Rs 80,672.92 crore
- Tax receipts: Rs 1.21 lakh crore
- Nontax receipts: Rs 63,121.76 crore

Retirement age of Govt employees to be increased

Government employees in Punjab will get an increased retirement age of 65 years from January 1, 2022. This decision has been taken in the Punjab budget 2021-22, which was presented by Finance Minister Manpreet Singh Badal in the Punjab Assembly on Monday.

The decision to increase the retirement age of government employees was one of the key announcements made by the Finance Minister in his budget speech.

In his budget speech, the Finance Minister had said that the state government was committed to providing social security to all eligible beneficiaries and that the government was determined to provide financial assistance to all sections of the society.

The Finance Minister had also announced schemes to provide financial assistance to the elderly, disabled, and other vulnerable groups. The Finance Minister emphasized the importance of social security and said that the government was committed to providing financial assistance to all eligible beneficiaries.

The Finance Minister concluded by saying that the state government was committed to providing social security to all eligible beneficiaries and that the government would continue to provide support to all sections of the society.
Manpreet’s populist Budget

Lashing out the pure strings of the script that is being presented to the Congress party in the form of a populist Budget, the Finance Minister Manpreet Badal on Friday presented 2.54 lakh crore in the form of populist measures to the Punjab assembly for the year 2020-21.

Within these three years, we are back on track and we have decided to do a tax-free Budget for the year 2020-21. We are trying to face the population and the health of our country at the same time.

And by the time the Budget is underway, many of the existing measures will be implemented. The government has decided to do a go ahead on the status of our Budget to accommodate students.

Claiming that the state finances were “back on track” among other announcements. Manpreet patted the government’s back by bringing in the funding gap and getting it all done in three years.
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Pulwama attack breakthrough: JeM’s Bashir in NIA net

By PTI

The investigation of the Pulwama terror attack revealed on Friday that the Jaish-e-Mohammad chief had passed the planning of the attack to his right-hand man, chief of operations, Abu Musa. On the other hand, the police has named four элементы in the case, including two of the accused, while the fourth is being sought.

Balakot air strikes sent clear message on terrorism: Rajnath

By PTI

Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on Friday said the Balakot air strikes were a strong message from India to Pakistan on terrorism. Speaking at a press conference after the maiden Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to India, Singh said the Balakot air strikes were the response to Pakistan’s terror attack on an Indian army base in February, 2019.

Shringila travels to Kabul for US-Taliban peace deal

By PTI

A US and the Taliban agreement to set up a peace deal is due to be signed in Qatar on Saturday after US President Donald Trump and the Taliban’s Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar on Friday completed their final 2½-hour conversation aimed to end a 17-year-old war in Afghanistan. The agreement, which would be signed in the Qatari capital on Saturday, is conditioned on the Taliban renouncing terrorism, the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Afghanistan within 14 months and the opening of a political office in Doha.

National Science Day: Students bring power to landslides: GSI study

By PTI

A team of PhD students from the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) have developed an artificial intelligence-powered system to predict landslides triggered by heavy rain. The students, led by Prof. Rameshwar Pratap Singh, have won a gold medal in the National Science Day competition.

University students in India are being trained to predict landslides, which are a major concern in the country. The students have developed a system that predicts landslides with a high degree of accuracy, which can help save lives and prevent property damage.

Sonia deploys 5-member team to visit riot-hit areas

By PTI

Congress President Sonia Gandhi on Friday deployed five-member teams to riot-hit areas in New Delhi to assess the situation. The Congress leader, who is also the party’s President, had headed a delegation to assess the situation in New Delhi on Thursday.

Don’t teach rajdhrama, BJP responds to Cong

By PTI

The Congress has warned the government not to teach “rajdharma” to the people. The Congress President, who is also the party’s President, had issued a statement in New Delhi on Thursday.

Opp parties write to Prz, ask to ensure peace in Delhi

By PTI

Leaders of several non-Congress parties have written to the President asking him to ensure peace in Delhi. The leaders, who are not part of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) or the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), have demanded that the government take action to ensure peace in the national capital.

The leaders have also written to the Chief Minister of Delhi, Arvind Kejriwal, demanding that the government take action to ensure peace in the national capital.

In a joint statement, the leaders said that the violence in Delhi was not just a matter of Delhi but a matter of India. They said that the government should take action to ensure peace in the national capital.

The leaders have also written to the Chief Minister of Delhi, Arvind Kejriwal, demanding that the government take action to ensure peace in the national capital.

The leaders have also written to the Chief Minister of Delhi, Arvind Kejriwal, demanding that the government take action to ensure peace in the national capital.

The leaders have also written to the Chief Minister of Delhi, Arvind Kejriwal, demanding that the government take action to ensure peace in the national capital.
Maha MLAs want all-party team to meet PM

**CASTE-WISE CENSUS**

Ram Goraklal Choudhary (Samajwadi Party) raised the issue during the question hour, saying the report of the Constitution Committee of the Rajya Sabha, which was released on Friday, was in favor of mandatory caste census. Choudhary said that the Rajya Sabha has already passed the resolution of 2021 on the line of one passed in Lok Sabha in 2021. The Resolution says the Census should be held every 10 years and a caste-based census should be conducted in the year of the census.

The Pradeep Singh Dhinakaran's Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) requested for a casting vote on the resolution to be passed in the House. The resolution is put for the casting vote on Monday.

The RP Singh Yadav's Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) leader also condemned the State government's stand. "How can a caste census be undertaken by the Government? The government understood name of the subgroups to be mentioned in the legislation," said Choudhary.

CBI books Deepak Pandit on corruption charges

Over 4.5 L 'educated' youths in Guj: Govt

CPI-M leader Suresh Khanna said the Centre is infringing upon the states' jurisdiction by demanding that the state conduct a caste census. "The centre can't do this," Khanna said.

Patole said the state Assembly on Thursday passed a resolution urging to the Centre to conduct the Census of 2021. The resolution was moved by Udhav Thackeray which was read out by Aradhana Misra of the Congress party. The resolution had been moved in the Assembly with the support of 54 members of various parties, including the Bharatiya Janata Party. The resolution was passed by the assembly on Thursday.

Ajit Pawar told the House he would discuss the issue with the Prime Minister to seek caste-wised census in the state. Meanwhile, the opposition leaders like Thackeray, Sonawane, wear it, Sharad Pawar and the sitting MLA KPP Samy, former Fisheries Minister and Thiruvottiyur mayor also condemned the State government's stand.

The BSE-Congress-Samajwadi Party leaders also condemned the government's stand. The demand for passing a resolution of Zero Hour of the House, arguing that a joint based census and a mandatory census should be held, was moved by the opposition parties. At this, Choudhary cited the case when similar move had been made by the state Assembly in the past during the leadership of Balasaheb Thakeray and Akhilesh Yadav when they felt the need for a caste census in the state.

Amit Shah to bring back peace in Kashmir: Sitharaman


Sitharaman's speech comes on the day the government removed Article 370 from Jammu and Kashmir, which was causing a lot of trouble in the region. The move was expected to bring peace to the region as it had been a source of conflict for a long time.

Shah also used his speech to commend the government for its efforts to bring peace to the region. "Amit Shah to bring back peace in Kashmir," he said. "We are committed to bring peace and development to Kashmir."

The minister also said that the government is working towards ensuring that Kashmiris get equal opportunities in all fields.

The government has also taken steps to promote tourism in the region, he said. "Amit Shah to bring back peace in Kashmir," he added.

Shah also reiterated the government's commitment to implement the One-Rank-One-Rank policy for all members of the armed forces.
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**IMD: Summer likely to be warmer than normal**

Rahul Reddy

NEW DELHI

It is likely to be warmer than normal in the northern coastal, north-eastern coastal, north and central parts of the country during the summer season from March to May, the India Meteorological Department (IMD) said on Friday.

The mean temperature in the northern coastal region is likely to be warmer than normal by 0.5°C to 1°C in March, April and May, the IMD said in its seasonal forecast.

Seeking to quell the speculation that the heat wave season might oppose reservations to Muslims in educational institutions, the Congress had done its part when it was in alliance with the BJP. However, with the BJP looking at Sena in the house, after the announcement, let me assure you all that all the efforts of the government to ensure that all social problems, issues and concerns of Muslims will be given the due place in the same.

Applying a question raised by Congress member in the Maharashtra Legislative Council Shripad Gavade. At that time Gavade had gone agitated for 30 minutes on the floor of the House and also against the education laws, the previous Bihar Government did not take any action on the HC order. Therefore, we will soon come out with a law in this regard as soon as possible.

Opposing Malik’s announcement, senior BJP MLA Yogendra Singh believed that keeping the basic religion of Muslims in mind, the government had done its part when it was in alliance with the BJP.

With the passage of time, the question arises that the Sena might demand the resignation of Union Home Minister Nawab Malik on Friday.

“Any decision about the future of Malik will be made after the Assembly polls. Malik has proved that he is one of the best opponents of the Opposition. Malik will be resolved. Like others, we will soon come out with a law on this issue,” Singh added.

**MVA declares 5% quota for Muslims in education**

Vijay Shankar

Mumbai

The Maharashtra Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government on Friday announced 5% quota for Muslims in educational institutions.

In a press release, the MVA government said that the past governments had demanded the resignation of Union Home Minister Nawab Malik.

“The government was in alliance with the BJP, and Malik did not do anything in his capacity as the Home Minister. Malik did not do anything to prevent the violence that occurred in Delhi,” the release said.

**TN: 8 animals electrocuted**

V.K. Krishna

Chennai

An elephant and seven other animals were electrocuted in Tamil Nadu’s Coimbatore district on Friday, officials said.

“The forest department is investigating the case to find out what caused the death of the animals,” an official said.

The forest department said that an elephant named “Amrutha” was electrocuted when it came in contact with a live electric wire.

The mother elephant and her friends stood guard to the carcass for four days and scared away the villagers. The police removed the carcass on Monday.

**SENATORS FLOOD THE STREETS TO DEMAND A GERRYARO**

Shelton M. Hill

New Delhi

Delhi was burning, what was he doing? These questions were asked by the Opposition in the national Capital.

“Had there been a Congress or a gherao to demand the resignation of Union Home Minister? Which part of the country was burning? The party in power did nothing. Why was he doing? These questions were asked by the Opposition in the national Capital,” the editorial said.

On his stinging criticism of Malik, the editorial said: “It is surprising that the Prime Minister of the country is not in the know of the situation in Delhi.”

Shiv Sena’s support. The Sena has demanded the resignation of Union Home Minister Nawab Malik.

“When Delhi erupted and the Opposition is weak. What was wrong with the Centre? What was the Centre doing? In the past, the Centre was in alliance with the BJP, and Malik was supportive of the Centre. Malik did not do anything to prevent the violence that occurred in Delhi,” the Sena said.

**NATIONAL DEBATE ON RESERVATIONS**

Sanjay Bhatia

New Delhi

A debate took place in the Rajya Sabha on the issue of reservations for Muslims in educational institutions.

The presence of the Muslim community in educational institutions was discussed, and the matter was referred to the Ministry of Minority Affairs.

**MVA DECLARES 5% QUOTA FOR MUSLIMS IN EDUCATION**

Vijay Shankar

Mumbai

The Maharashtra Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government on Friday announced 5% quota for Muslims in educational institutions.

In a press release, the MVA government said that the past governments had demanded the resignation of Union Home Minister Nawab Malik.

“When Malik was the Home Minister, the Opposition had supported the reservations for Muslims. Malik did not do anything to prevent the violence that occurred in Delhi. Malik did not do anything to prevent the violence that occurred in Delhi,” the release said.

**SPEECHES CONTINUE TO BE HEARD IN THE STREETS TO DEMAND A GERRYARO**

Shelton M. Hill

New Delhi

Delhi was burning, what was he doing? These questions were asked by the Opposition in the national Capital.

“Had there been a Congress or a gherao to demand the resignation of Union Home Minister? Which part of the country was burning? The party in power did nothing. Why was he doing? These questions were asked by the Opposition in the national Capital,” the editorial said.

On his stinging criticism of Malik, the editorial said: “It is surprising that the Prime Minister of the country is not in the know of the situation in Delhi.”

Shiv Sena’s support. The Sena has demanded the resignation of Union Home Minister Nawab Malik.

“When Delhi erupted and the Opposition is weak. What was wrong with the Centre? What was the Centre doing? In the past, the Centre was in alliance with the BJP, and Malik was supportive of the Centre. Malik did not do anything to prevent the violence that occurred in Delhi,” the Sena said.
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Markets get the flu

Covid-19 has spread across the world. Conferences are getting cancelled and global markets are in freefall,

As the situation in northeast India gets more serious, the Centre has decided to settle the long-standing dispute with Manipur. The government is determined to use the constitutional mechanism to settle the dispute.

The attitude of the central government towards the expansion of ILP in Manipur is a matter of concern. The Centre has stated that the ILP is an important tool for the development of the state. However, the Centre has also stated that the ILP is not a substitute for the state’s own policies and programmes.

The Centre has decided to expand the ILP to other parts of the state, including the hills. This decision has been welcomed by the people of Manipur, who have been living under the ILP for a long time.

The Centre has also decided to set up a task force to look into the implementation of the ILP in the state. The task force will be chaired by the governor of Manipur.

The Centre has also decided to provide financial assistance to the state for the implementation of the ILP. The Centre has also decided to provide technical support to the state for the implementation of the ILP.

The Centre has also decided to provide legal support to the state for the implementation of the ILP. The Centre has also decided to provide training to the state for the implementation of the ILP.
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A deeper malaise

The Delhi riots are proof that a section of young Indians has fallen off the edge of a crumbling nation and a feeble economy.

SUNIL BHARATI KUMAR

Though no major pacts were signed between the US and India, advancements were made in the important areas of defence, energy and partner ship in the Indo-Pacific.
India's foreign exchange reserves were valued at $441.458 billion in the last week of February, 2020, according to data released on Friday. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said its foreign exchange reserves, which include the effect of appreciation or depreciation of non-US dollar denomination countries from where New Delhi can import products distributed over three or two years, even before the current crisis. Expressing in dollar terms, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth was estimated at 6.5 per cent in the fourth quarter of the fiscal year 2019-20. The Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has convened a meeting of exporters and officials said more details are needed, and the DCC is likely to pair it can take 72.50 as next level on upside, " the source said.

The infrastructure sectors which depend heavily on relief to the distressed telecom sector. The virus has now spread around the country, with fresh cases. The death toll now stands at 2,788 compared to the previous reporting week. The measure, a major component of the government's stimulus package when the Imran Khan government took its decision on telecom relief was implemented on Saturday, and sustained foreign fund outflows on fears that the cash-strapped country's fragile economy, a media report said. The virus has now spread around the country, with fresh cases. The death toll now stands at 2,788.

Agrimino said the government has identified a number of products which can be used to fill the supply gaps. These identified products accounted for about 75 per cent of the whole country's AGR issues but rather on price of calls and data. Sectors which recorded expansion in the production of many as 550 products where the industry itself, she said, "I don't think we have to press the "panic button", but there is no need to immediately announce lockdown on the economy, she said on Friday meeting of DCC, which was attended by the Ministry of railways, which depend heavily on relief to the distressed telecom sector. The virus has now spread around the country, with fresh cases. The death toll now stands at 2,788.

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth was estimated at 6.5 per cent in the fourth quarter of the fiscal year 2019-20. The Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has convened a meeting of exporters and officials said more details are needed, and the DCC is likely to pair it can take 72.50 as next level on upside, " the source said.

The infrastructure sectors which depend heavily on relief to the distressed telecom sector. The virus has now spread around the country, with fresh cases. The death toll now stands at 2,788.

It is the Commerce and industry ministry has convened a meeting on March 3 to discuss export surplus of 2018-19 would have been at $52.4 billion. In the analysis, the ministry is dependent on Chinese imports. In the analysis, the ministry is dependent on Chinese imports. In the analysis, the ministry is dependent on Chinese imports. In the analysis, the ministry is dependent on Chinese imports. In the analysis, the ministry is dependent on Chinese imports. In the analysis, the ministry is dependent on Chinese imports.
Sibi slaps ₹17 lakh fine on Mortal Oswal for misuse of clients’ funds

PTI | NEW DELHI

Sibi on Friday circular, stock brokers shall keep the money of the clients and their own money in separate accounts. Besides, no payment for transactions in which the member broker is taking a position as a principal will be allowed to be made from the client’s account.

COVID-19: NPA calls for close watch on API availability

PTI | NEW DELHI

A mid the coronavirus outbreak, the price of the major raw material used in the manufacturing of the drug is likely to be impacted. The report said that the drug is used in the production of APIs and key raw materials which are used in the manufacture of all kinds of medicines. The report also said that the shortage of medicines in the country may be disrupted, resulting in short-term supply, and there is an apprehension that in the wake of the virus, the supply from China might be disrupted, leading to a shortage of medicines in the country.

India Heavily Depends on China for Raw Materials to Manufacture Drugs

PTI | NEW DELHI

India urgently needs to consider alternatives to China in the manufacture of key raw materials and medicines, according to a recent report. The report noted that India heavily depends on China for the raw materials used in the manufacture of key intermediates and KSMs, which are used in the production of APIs and key raw materials. The report said that the shortage of medicines in the country may be disrupted, resulting in short-term supply, and there is an apprehension that in the wake of the virus, the supply from China might be disrupted, leading to a shortage of medicines in the country.
SYRIAN AIRSTRIKES KILL 33 TURKISH TROOPS
TURKEY THREATENS EUROPE WITH REFUGEES

Turkish reprisals kill 16 Syrian troops

Turkish reprisals killed 16 Syrian soldiers in the battleground Idlib province of Syria on Friday, said Ankara, raising tensions between the two countries.

The retaliatory drone and artillery strikes, the first on Syrian soil, came a day after Damascus killed 35 Turkish soldiers, a monitor said.

There was no immediate confirmation from Damascus of the Syrian death toll amid reports Ankara had been planning a military operation on Saturday.

It was the most serious flare-up with Ankara that Moscow, which has threatened a wider war with the Turks, has seen since its first intervention in Syria in 2015, and the risk of all-out war with millions of deaths or any comment on the situation should be taken seriously.

On Friday, a UN envoy said the violence in Idlib was the most serious since the start of the war in 2011, with 30,000 displaced people in four days.

The Tanks have begun converging on Syrian civilians trapped in the middle of the conflict.

Scores of migrants began converging on the Greek islands, a short crossing away, with groups of people clambering aboard boats and dozens of others were in no-man’s land on the Turkish side of the border gate at Pazarkule, near Edirne, north-east Turkey.

The development was the most serious since 2015, when up to 4,000 migrants a day were crossing into Greece.

China has confirmed its first case of the new coronavirus.

A man from Beijing tested positive to low levels of the new virus on Thursday, the country’s National Health Commission said.

Its emergence comes as the previously mild virus has killed more than 4,500 people, most of them in China, in a global epidemic that has also reached Japan, South Korea and Italy.

The situation should have been much better.

A total of 872 people were taken earlier this week to a hospital in Wuhan, the epicentre of the outbreak, for another 12 people who said they had been in close contact with the first patient have been isolated.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) confirmed a case of the new virus in Japan on Thursday.

The WHO has declared the outbreak a public health emergency of international concern.

The WHO has said the virus is spreading from person to person and that its global risk remains low.

Per day quarantined in HK with low levels of virus

Hong Kong: A day had been postponed after five of the most common symptoms of the new coronavirus were found in the city.

The city’s Centre for Health Protection said five people, who had been in close contact with the first patient, had been isolated since Thursday.

They tested negative for the virus, which is thought to be caught more easily than the SARS virus.

The five people, who were all in their late 20s and early 30s, were taken to a hospital in the city’s east.

They were not in quarantine and had been from Hong Kong to mainland China.

The man was taken to hospital last Thursday after he was confirmed to be infected with the new virus.

He was staying in a hospital in the city’s eastern New Territories district.

He had been discharged from hospital on Thursday after being confirmed infected with the new virus.

An Italian living in Hong Kong was diagnosed with the new virus on Thursday.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) said the virus is spreading from person to person and that its global risk remains low.

Germany quarantines 1,000 as coronavirus cases push past 50

Berlin: About 1,000 people were quarantined in Germany on Saturday as the country’s first case of novel coronavirus was confirmed.

The 50 cases of novel coronavirus were reported in the past two weeks, according to the Robert Koch Institute.

The German public was advised to stay put and follow the rules.

A spokesperson for the Chinese government on Saturday confirmed the country’s first case of the new virus.

China has confirmed its first case of the new coronavirus.

A man from Beijing tested positive to low levels of the new virus on Thursday, the country’s National Health Commission said.

Its emergence comes as the previously mild virus has killed more than 4,500 people, most of them in China, in a global epidemic that has also reached Japan, South Korea and Italy.

The situation should have been much better.

A total of 872 people were taken earlier this week to a hospital in Wuhan, the epicentre of the outbreak, for another 12 people who said they had been in close contact with the first patient have been isolated.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) confirmed a case of the new virus in Japan on Thursday.

The WHO has declared the outbreak a public health emergency of international concern.

The WHO has said the virus is spreading from person to person and that its global risk remains low.
LIVING HERITAGE

The Pioneer group is expanding its umbrella of connecting with thinking minds through live talks. Called The Pioneer Agenda series, we hope to generate awareness on ideas that will shape India in 2030 and could be a template for policy-making. The first such dialogue, Exotica Tourism Summit, Exotica being the group’s travel and wellness magazine, was held at Shangri-La hotel, New Delhi on February 26. Since tourism is poised to become a major growth driver and employment generator of the economy, the day-long event had interactive sessions with Union Ministers, industry experts, travel operators, tourism boards, the hospitality sector and brand creators.

H
ow do we expand the buoyant travel and experiences market to inspire the traveller to keep coming back? How do we create new fancies and connect them with contemporary sensibilities? How do we customise tours to make new memories? How has travel changed today? How do we live and think? These were some of the questions that the Summit, held at Delhi’s Hotel Shangri-La, kicked off with.

Mangal Singh, Union Minister for Tourism, felt that the tourism industry has a large role to play in catering to the needs of the youth. He advocated for an innovation that will help in creating new experiences. “The term innovation varies just like food. The idea was to hold stories about the glorious past of India. The architecture in every state varies just like food. The idea was to make new blends of restoration, rebuild and revitalisation of ruined architectural wonders and offer unique accommodation options. It was to turn tourist zones into mainstream areas, which nobody looked at and which could contribute to society. The term meant something different in every state,” he said.

Both are today credited for pioneering the heritage hotels movement in India, co-chairman of the Neemrana Hotels Anup Kutty and Samil Malhotra at the event. “To demystify all this, Royal Caribbean should be taking a cruise. It immerses you in, watch Broadway shows and you can go somewhere else safer with the sea. When you look at the OWL room, you see the world. It’s all about finding that needle in a haystack. That’s why we decided to do it. Our first edition, when we had couple of home stays. But now, we have 6,000 people coming from across the world. It’s like a festival. We wanted to do something for our country. For 10 years ago. Now we have 6,000 people coming back to you after the weekend. I would like that link back to our country, to your family, to your roots, to take you back to Antartika and beyond. Future plans include the WOW festivals.”

Sumitra Senapaty, known as a women’s travel expert, has logged thousands of miles around the world as a wannabe socialite. “She wanted to do something for her home country. Our first edition, when we had couple of home stays. But now, we have 6,000 people coming from across the world. It’s like a festival. We wanted to do something for our country. For 10 years ago. Now we have 6,000 people coming back to you after the weekend. I would like that link back to our country, to your family, to your roots, to take you back to Antartika and beyond. Future plans include the WOW festivals.”
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While ROCKY SINGH and MAYUR SHARMA spoke about their journey and building personal stories, ZORAWAR KALRA divulged that he decided his next destination on the basis of food journeys on his Instagram. “There are eight million food journeys on his Instagram...” The two were running their dhabas and created a local economy around the site. Inhabitants of Punjab and have explored heritage walks at unexplored sites of Punjab and have explored heritage walks at unexplored sites. The foundation conducted heritage walks at completed projects of Patiala and have explored heritage walks at unexplored sites of Punjab and have explored heritage walks at unexplored sites. The two were running their dhabas and created a local economy around the site.
Olympiakos knock Arsenal out in dying seconds

Klopp praises Liverpool’s ‘fighting’ qualities
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September 20, 2020

Olympiakos crashed through Arsenal’s resistance with a dramatic 89th-minute winner scored by former Gunners forward Gonzalo Higuain, setting up an intriguing Champions League match this month.

The hosts went close in the second minute with a volley from Olympiakos forward Paco Alcacer, which was brilliantly saved by goalkeeper Bernd Leno. Arsenal, however, quickly recovered and struck in the 16th minute, giving them a 1-0 advantage.

Despite the early setback, Olympiakos refused to give up the fight and continued to pressurize the Gunners. In the 32nd minute, Olympiakos forward Lucas Paquetá was brought down in the penalty area, but referee Joel Aguilar chose to play the game on.

The score remained 1-0 until the 81st minute, when Arsenal substitute Eddie Nketiah scored on his first appearance for the club. Arsenal thought they had taken control of the match and were looking likely to progress to the next round.

However, in the dying moments of the game, Olympiakos launched a late attack. Higuain, who joined the club on loan from Juventus earlier in the season, found the back of the net with a powerful header to equalize for the Greek side.

The match was a thrilling encounter, with both teams putting in a relentless effort. The result means that the two sides will now battle it out in the UEFA Champions League, with the Greek side having the upper hand after their late winner.

Klopp praises Liverpool’s ‘fighting’ qualities

In a statement after the game, Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp praised his team’s fighting qualities, saying: “It was a tough game, but I think we showed some fighting qualities today.”

Liverpool had been under pressure after a recent string of games without a win, but they came out strongly against Olympiakos and showed their resilience to come back from behind and secure a draw.

Klopp, who is known for his tactical nous, was delighted with his players’ response to the challenge and said: “We have to be 100 per cent committed in every part of the game, and we showed that today.”

The result means that Liverpool, who are currently third in the Premier League, will continue their push for a top-four finish in the league, while Olympiakos will look to maintain their momentum in the Champions League.
the perfect way to experience the city. Our guide told the story of the city centre. Functional, funky and the epitome of style, it is made, sample traditional chocolates and dress up in chic for a luxury on City Chic Tour of Brooklyn, which features iconic landmarks and movie classics in the greatest sports classics in the greatest sports.

The Pub Crawl Tour of St. Patrick’s Day is a must-do for St. Patrick’s Day as Ireland is one of the many countries that celebrate the festival. The tour takes place in the heart of the city, where you can see many of the most famous landmarks, such as the Brooklyn Bridge, the Statue of Liberty, and the Central Park. The tour is led by a knowledgeable guide who will tell you about the history and culture of the city, as well as the different neighborhoods and attractions.

QUEENS: Queens offers a variety of food and culture experiences in the Borough. The Queens Museum of Art is a must-see, as it houses a collection of art from around the world. The Flushing Meadows-Corona Park is a great place to relax and take a break from the hustle and bustle of the city. The Museum of the Moving Image is also a great destination for film lovers. The Queens Boro Bridge is a great place to take a walk and enjoy the views of the city and the East River.

STATEN ISLAND: Staten Island is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Staten Island Ferry is a great way to get to Manhattan and enjoy the views of the city. The Staten Island Zoo is a great place to see animals up close and learn about them. The Richmond County Savings Bank is a great place to learn about the history of the city. The St. George Ferry is a great way to get around the city and enjoy the views of the city from the water.

THE BRONX: The Bronx is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Bronx Zoo is a great place to see animals up close and learn about them. The Bronx Museum of the American Indian is a great place to learn about the history and culture of the Native American people. The Yankee Stadium is a great place to see a baseball game and learn about the history of the team.

EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH NEW YORK CITY’S FIVE BOROUGHS

From Michelin-starred restaurants to hole-in-the-wall gems, New York City has something for everyone. Whether you’re looking for a quick bite or a fine dining experience, there’s no shortage of options.

Brooklyn: Brooklyn is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Brooklyn Museum is a great place to learn about the history of the city. The Brooklyn Bridge is a great place to take a walk and enjoy the views of the city. The Williamsburg Flea Market is a great place to shop for unique items and enjoy the culture of the neighborhood.

Manhattan: Manhattan is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Empire State Building is a great place to take a photo and enjoy the views of the city. The Central Park is a great place to relax and enjoy the outdoors. The Metropolitan Museum of Art is a great place to learn about the history and culture of the city.

Queens: Queens is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Queens Museum of Art is a great place to learn about the history and culture of the city. The Flushing Meadows-Corona Park is a great place to relax and enjoy the outdoors. The Museum of the Moving Image is a great place to learn about the history of the film industry.

Staten Island: Staten Island is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Staten Island Ferry is a great way to get to Manhattan and enjoy the views of the city. The Staten Island Zoo is a great place to see animals up close and learn about them. The Richmond County Savings Bank is a great place to learn about the history of the city.

The Bronx: The Bronx is a great destination for food and culture enthusiasts. The Bronx Zoo is a great place to see animals up close and learn about them. The Yankee Stadium is a great place to see a baseball game and learn about the history of the team. The Bronx Museum of the American Indian is a great place to learn about the history and culture of the Native American people.